Here we sit like birds in the wilderness,
Birds in the wilderness, birds in the wilderness.
Here we sit like birds in the wilderness,
Waiting for our food.

Food, wait-a, wait-a, wait-a,
Food, wait-a, wait-a,
Food, wait-a, wait-a, wait-a,
Food, wait-a, wait-a.

Here we sit like birds in the wilderness,
Waiting for our food.

MOTIONS:
You keep a steady four-beat with the following hand motions.
You need a tabletop!
BEAT 1 - put your pinky end of your fists on top of the table (near the edge)
BEAT 2 - put your thumbs on the edge of the table
BEAT 3 - put your index and middle fingers on the edge of the tabletop
BEAT 4 - put your index and pinky fingers on the edge of the tabletop